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Client

Ratnakar Bank is a scheduled commercial bank established in 1943, with its  registered office at Kolhapur and 

a rich business legacy in the region serving the trading, agriculture and manufacturing sectors through its now 

expanded network of 120 licensed branches spread across Maharashtra, Gujarat, Delhi, NCR, Rajasthan, 

Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu & Goa and 160 ATMs. It has assets of around Rs. 

10,200 crores and a business size of nearly Rs. 12,100 crores as of December 31, 2012.

BFSI

Ratnakar Bank needed to prepare for business growth and the changing business requirements of Bring Your 

Industry

Business Requirement

Own Device (BYOD), de-centralize to a centralized banking plaform, lower its cost of applicaion delivery/user, 

increase end-user saisfacion without increasing cost of IT and meet its financial mandate of inclusive growth 

by harnessing the centralized hosing, low user-support, highly secure advantages of cloud compuing.

Use of cloud-based technologies like VDI, HSD & thin 

Soluion Snapshot

clients to deliver applicaions

Custom designing of applicaion delivery                      

architecture using private cloud, based on extensive                   

user-profiling. User profiling includes studying          

applicaions used, establishing producivity                

expectaions of each user profile, baselining of 

producivity threshold for applicaions of each user 

profile and determining threshold applicaion 

performance needed.

An applicaion delivery architecture beginning from 

the end-user and reverse engineering the                         

infrastructure chain to provide measurable and 

enforceable SLAs from an end-user standpoint. 

A pay-per-use delivery model that includes a fixed 

cost of applicaion delivery/user/month over the 

n

term of the contract

n

n

n

“We had the challenging mandate of transforming 

Ratnakar Bank to a new age bank. Ater studying the  

major IT services providers in the market, we realised 

Anunta’s end-user focused approach was unique.  

Importantly this was backed with deep domain                

experience of virtualizaion and a track record of            

execuion that few other providers had. We evaluated 

Anunta’s soluion from the standpoint of helping us 

achieve business goals while ensuring costs remained in 

control and it met and exceeded both these criteria. 

Opimizing cost structures and guaranteeing revenue 

growth through end-user saisfacion is ingrained in the 

soluion from day one so one did not have to haggle to 

get a pay-per-use model”

Anup Purohit, Head – IT, Ratnakar Bank
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Discussion

Ratnakar Bank’s goal is to prepare itself for exponenial planned growth through the use of the most apt     

technology that would not only allow it to scale but also control the cost of expansion. Bank is aggressively 

increasing its geographical footprint by implemening 40 – 50 branches year on year, deploying ATMs to take 

count to 250+ in the financial year. At the same ime, bank is increasing its product and services offering to its 

customers by deploying cu�ng edge core banking soluion from Infosys, Internet Banking for both Corporate 

and Retail Customer, SMS Banking, Debit Cards etc. In short, the aim was to transform Ratnakar to a new-age  

“Bank of Choice”, in line with the vision envisaged by Mr. Vishwavir Ahuja, MD & CEO, Ratnakar Bank.

So its requirements from technology were straighforward, yet complex. Any new technology implementaion 

would need to:

Scale along with its operaions 

Maintain IT costs and IT resources at manageable levels even as it supported growth 

Support the bank’s agenda of expanding to Tier II and Tier III ciies as well as rural and unbanked areas, by 

adoping a technology that was amenable to remote management 

Manage a core banking roll-out with zero business interrupion  

Most importantly, through it all, enhance end-user experience and provide for today’s requirement of 

anywhere, anyime, any device (BYOD) applicaion access to its execuive teams and corporate users. 

Migrate from an un-managed distributed architecture to a managed centralized architecture

With a fairly advanced technology infrastructure 

already in place as part of its first phase of technological 

enablement, Ratnakar  Bank now needed to move from 

IT automaion, to IT driving business growth. With this 

vision in mind, the bank had a clear task for its new 

technology partner, go from distributed technology            

architecture to a centralized one and make end-user 

saisfacion the central theme of the implementaion – 

whether it was to opimize applicaion delivery or the 

roll-out of the new core banking system.

A roll-out of this scale and complexity (given the concurrent core-banking roll out) meant that the Anunta 

Soluion

team gathered data on all infrastructural dependencies including the most micro of dependencies right from 

n

printers and fonts to applicaion speeds. Anunta prepared checklists and  baselines  for  all  layers – hardware,

n

n

n

n

n

“Ratnakar Bank has been working on transforming its 

business for a few years now and our focus has always 

been to use the most appropriate technology advances 

to facilitate this. Cloud compuing allows us to meet 

business objecives like financial inclusion, BYOD and 

greater security. Anunta’s pay-per-use model also helps 

us move to an OPEX model, achieve greater agility, 

improve producivity and cause zero interrupions to 

business as usual. Anunta was able to meet all these 

parameters including compleing the roll-out, tesing 

and going live in a span of a mere 6 weeks.”

Anup Purohit, Head – IT, Ratnakar Bank
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network, storage, Hypervisor, OS and applicaions. All major configuraions were kept ready, including              

infrastructure to manage muliple OS builds to face any compaibility issues from an applicaion perspecive. 

End-point roll-out and installaion documents and requisite sta fftrainings were conducted. With 4 weeks in 

hand, datacentre fine-tuning ensured that hardware, storage networking, virtualizaion and applicaion         

virtualizaion worked in sync with each other to create a highly available system that allowed for dynamic 

resource management of the hosted virtual machines. This included tesing connecivity from all locaions to 

ensure an unhampered ends-user experience.

By the end of 4 weeks, Anunta had conducted the user acceptance test by tesing 779 simultaneous user 

sessions to Anunta’s cloud. A bridge was then created to the Bank’s exising soluion. Finally, 1000+ users from 

120 branches across India, Naional Operaions Center & Regional Processing Center in Mumbai transiioned 

from a physical infrastructure to a cloud-based one. All this while rolling-out a new core banking plaform 

seamlessly, with zero business interrupion across all 120 branches.

“Making the Ratnakar Bank implementaion a success was a combinaion of our knowledge and experience of virtualizaion and the 

vision clarity of the client. Ratnakar’s IT team gave us complete insight into the exising infrastructure and we based our soluion on 

this insight and our proprietary design processes. Our end-user focused design approach helped us create an opimal architecture. 

Meiculous project management ensured that the concurrent core banking roll-out became easier as well,”

Sanjiv Dalal, MD & CEO, Anunta Tech

Key Benefits

ADaaS has helped Ratnakar Bank to:

Move to a cloud based architecture making it possible for the Bank’s IT team to support          

business. A key imperaive was to achieve RBI sipulated goals on inclusive banking by lowering 

cost of IT while moving to remote locaions where IT support is hard to come by

Lower the cost of applicaion delivery/user/month by approx. 25%

Adopt a centrally hosted, remote monitored model while providing enhanced security allowing 

the bank to increase IT effeciveness and ROI 

Manage a concurrent CBS roll-out, without any business interrupion 

Most importantly, end-user experience has been improved.

“Anunta exceeded our expectaions on every front. Anunta’s combinaion of domain experts and unique business soluion ensured 

that everything from the proof of concept to the final go-live worked like it was supposed to so that I was able to envision the benefits 

to business from the get go.”

Anup Purohit, Head – IT, Ratnakar Bank
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